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v5k2c2.com
news about cooze that's always �t to print

The Bible in chunks. The Bible minus
cucks. The �rst sin is cucking.

entropy is my god

This is going to be a long running series, going back through stories in the

Bible and un-cucking the comon understanding of them, showing in vivid

detail how deranged and disgusting cuckstains are and how dangerous the

can be in a position of leadership.

We have recently been sent some emails asking why the site doesn’t care for

Cucks.  In addition people in meatspace are complaining that the word cuck

is meaningless now and is used for far too much.  To help the site now has a

brand new feature, de�nition of cuck. Cuck De�ned.

“Keep this in your mind anytime a woman asks you to do anything. Ask yourself

this, is what she wants right or not?”
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4 thoughts on “The Bible in chunks. The Bible minus
cucks. The �rst sin is cucking.”

h0neyc0mb

2018-12-03 at 08:36

Cuck has never been more relevant, cowardice has never been more
rampant and calling out those cowardly cucks, in the political, social,
and religious realms has never been more important.

SoyBoy .. CUCK .. (etc) what-have-you are a lack of good old fashion male

aggression / spinal �uid in men.

Cuck has never been more relevant, cowardice has never been more rampant

and calling out those cowardly cucks, in the political, social, and religious

realms has never been more important.

Most of you have probably heard of the Christian creation theory.  If you

haven’t go read it here.

Why does this matter, and how…
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May the shaming begin .. because it works on them (Cucks) .. and their plantation

masters (th wimminz) hate we are calling out this cowardice.

And YES .. Adam was the original Cuck. We’re coming for you Eve(s) and we’re

bringin’ toxic mask-you-lean-uh-tee back!

Gunner Q

2018-12-03 at 09:53

“Keep this in your mind anytime a woman asks you to do anything. Ask yourself

this, is what she wants right or not?”

This is why I can’t stand to work with women. Every complaint they make, I have to

�rst decide if they’re complaining just to hear the sound of their voice. It adds an

extra layer of complexity to everything that is neither necessary, simple, pleasant

nor work-related.

earl

2018-12-03 at 18:28

“Keep this in your mind anytime a woman asks you to do anything. Ask yourself

this, is what she wants right or not?”

Or for the sake of clarity…does it contradict God’s commands?
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